BANJO FANTASY

(Taught at Sunshine State Jamboree--8/11/07---Santa's Workshop--12/8/07)

ARTIST: Wic dine—(short version)

CHOREO: Ann Hubbard-6066 SW 64th Dr.-Jasper, FL. 2052-(386) 938-4725 motherhubb d51540@windstream.net

INTRO: START after 4 Beats of drum roll (comes very quick) DANCE AS WRITTEN

Times Beats S1E5S (PART "A")

1 8 Stomp DT(ots) RS (1/4 Left) Brush- ip DS DS DSRS
   L R RL R L R LR

(Modified Mountain Basic & Triple)

3 24 REPEAT the above 3 more times to face front (forming a box)

(PART "B")

1 12 DS(ots) DS(xif) DS(ots) DS(xib) DS (ots) DS(ots) DSRS DS DS L SR
   L R L R L R RL L R LR

(Vine & Triple)

1 4 Heel Pivot (1/2 to Right) Step Step xib) R(ots) S(ots)
   L R L R

(Pivot & S/SRS)

1 16 REPEAT: (all of above to the Left----1st DS of Vine-- R.foot Crosses ii Front of L.foot)

(PART "C")

1 8 DS DS(xib) Rock(ots) Heel/Flap(ots): Step DS DS DSRS
   L R L R R L R LR

(MJ Flap & Triple)

1 8 DS Kick (back—1/2 left) RS (to face back) Brush-up DS DS DSRS
   L R RL R R L R LR

(Karate-Rock/ Triple)

1 16 REPEAT: (all of the above to face front)

(BRIDGE)

1 8 DS (1/4 Left) Brush-up DSRS DS DS RS Brush-up
   L R R LR L R LR L

(Rocking Chair-Basic Double Basic Brush)

3 24 REPEAT (3 more times—to each wall of face front)

REPEAT: PART (B) Vine left—triple—pivot Right S--SRS REPEAT TO LEFT (alternate footwork)

REPEAT: PART (A) Modified Mountain Basic-- Triple (to face all 4 walls)

ENDING: STOMP DT(ots) RS (no turn) Brush-ip DSRS STEP(ots)
   L R RL R R LR L

(Modified Mountain Basic & Step)